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TODAY'S PERFORMERS

FLUTE
DANIELLE BARTOLANZO
TIFFANY HERBERT
SOPHIA KOSOVOLOPOVA
EBONY MURPHY
DESHANTE NELSON

TRUMPET
LAURENCE COMAN
KEVIN FERGUSON
BRIAN GREENBERG
BRIAN MENDEL
CHRISTOPHER SHORT
MICHAEL WOJCICK

CLARINETS
ELISE BITTNER
SCHELSEA HOLLOWAY
BENJAMIN JAMES
SHERRI WOLAND

BARITONE (T.C.)
DAVID JANOVSKY

BARITONE (B.C.)/TUBA
ALI UCAL

BASSOON
NOAH STANG
ANN ROGERS

BARITONE

ALTO SAXOPHONE
TAMARA BASHENKO
JARON BREEN
JASMINE CAIN
ESTHER MENEZES
WILLIAM RHODA
BENJAMIN SIEFER

TENOR SAX
CHANDRA HOLLOWAY

TROMBONE
NOAH BECKER
MEL FOREMAN
JONATHAN JAMES
KEVIN MACWILLIAMS
THOMAS MILLAS

PERCUSSION
JAMES APPLEGATE
ERIN CHAMPION
ERIC DIEWALD
MICHAEL MILLAS
CARLY WEISS
CONCERT PROGRAM
CONDUCTED BY KUSHOL GUPTA, PH.D. (PROGRAM DIRECTOR)

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER                       FRANCIS SCOTT KEY
                                          ARR. BILL MOFFIT

~CONDUCTED BY TIFFANY HERBERT~

THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA BAND MARCH      ROLAND F. SEITZ

ADAGIO                                       DAVID HOLSINGER

THE SIMPSONS                              DANNY ELFMAN
                                         ARR. PAUL LAENDER/ JJ. JENKINS

~FEATUREING CHANDRA HOLLOWAY~

CARRY ON WAYWARD SON                       KERRY LIVGREN
                                          ARR. MICHAEL SWEENEY

~CONDUCTED BY JAMES APPLEGATE~

GHOSTBUSTERS                                RAY PARKER JR.
                                          ARR. CHARLIE HARRIS

JUST A GIGOLO/I AIN'T GOT NOBODY           DAVID LEE ROTH
                                          ARR. MICHAEL SWEENEY

~FEATUREING A LOT OF PLAYERS!~

~INTERMISSION (15 MINUTES)~

RHAPSODY FOR FLUTE                        STEPHEN BULLA
~FEATUREING DR. ANN ROGERS~

TIAJUANA TAXI                          ERVAN COLEMAN
                                          ARR. HERB ALPERT
~FEATUREING MICHAEL MILLAS~

IN GENTLE RAIN                         ROBERT W. SMITH
~FEATUREING CHRIS SHORT~

FINAL COUNTDOWN                     JOEY TEMPEST
                                          ARR. JOHN HIGGINS

THE WIZARD OF OZ                        HAROLD ARLEN AND E.U. HARBURG
                                          ARR. JAMES BARNES
~FEATUREING ALI UCAL~